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ABSTRACT 
We solve the problem of finding a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a regular pencil when its invariant homogeneous factors and a subpencil 
are prescribed. The solution obtained is an extension of the well-known %-Thompson 
interlacing inequalities for invariant factors of characteristic matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let iF denote an infinite field. F[ X] is the ring of all polynomials in the 
indeterminate x with coefficients in IF, and F[ X] m Xn the set of 7n X n 
matrices with elements in F[ r]. F[ x,,, x,] is the ring of all polynomials in two 
variables with coefficients in IF, and [F[ x0, xl] mxn the set of m x n matrices 
with elements of F[r,, xl]. The symbol ‘I:>” means “divides.” ff(~)*~” is 
the set of m x n rational matrices. 
If G E F(X)‘“‘” is a rational matrix of rank r, it is well known (see [l]) 
that there exist unimodular matrices U E F[ xl* Xm and V E F [ x] n Xn such 
that G = UMV, where 
M= Diag(P,/\k,,...,P,/\k,) 
i 0 
and pi, ‘ki are relatively prime manic polynomials 
0 
0 1 
(i = l,..., r); Pi:>Pi+1> 
*i+l :>qi (i=l,..., r - I), and \II, is the manic least common denominator 
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of all elements of G. The matrix M is uniquely determined by G, and is 
known as the Smith-McMillan form of G. 
The purpose of this paper is to solve the following problem: Given 
two regular pencils A(x) = A, + IA, E lF[x]“‘” and B(x) = B, + 31.B, E 
Url (“+“)x(n+q), determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis- 
tence of a pencil strictly equivalent to B(x) and containing A(x) as a 
subpencil. This problem was solved by Marques de SL [8] and Thompson [9] 
in the case when A, = I,,, B, = Zntq, and A(x) is a principal submatrix of 
B(r). We shall show that some of the results on polynomials paths in F[x] 
proved by Sa can be extended to polynomials paths in [F[r,, xi]. 
In Theorem 1, using the S&Thompson interlacing theorem for invariant 
factors of polynomial matrices, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a rational matrix with a submatrix and Smith-MacMillan form 
prescribed. In Theorem 2, we find the relationship between the infinite 
elementary divisors of a polynomial matrix and those of a submatrix of that 
matrix. In Theorem 3, we find a solution to the problem above referred to. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION 1. Let G, N E [F(x)“‘~” be rational matrices. We shall say 
that G and H are equivalent if there exist unimodular matrices U E tF[ X] rl’ x’r’ 
and V E F[x] n xn such that G = UHV. 
PROPOSITION 1. Two rational matrices G, H E [F(x)“‘~* are equivalent if 
and only if they have the same Smith-McMillan form. 
Proof. If G and H have the same Smith-McMillan form, then the manic 
least common denominator of all elements of 6, and that of all elements of 
H, is the same: %. Thus, 9G and \kH have the same Smith form, so that 
there exist unimodular matrices U E F[x]“‘~~’ and V E F[x] nxn such that 
\kG=U(‘I’H)V=‘J’(CJHV) 
and therefore 
G = UHV. 
Conversely, let \k and @ denote the manic least common denominators of 
the elements of G and H, respectively. Since G = UHV with U and V 
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unimodular, and H = U’GV’ with u’ and V’ unimodular, by applying Theo- 
rem 2 of [6], we have the \k:> @, and a:> \k. Therefore \k = Q, and 
\kG = \k(UHV) = U(\IrH)V. 
As \kG and \kH are polynomial matrices, they have the same invariant 
factors, so that G and H have the same Smith-McMillan form. n 
If the Smith-McMillan form of G E OFFS” is 
i 
Diag(P,/\k,,...,P,/\k,) 9 
0 i 0 ’ 
where T = rank G, then the irreducible rational fractions ,L?i / I,, . . . , & / \k,, 
are said to be the Smith-McMillan inuariants of G. 
matrices of the same size are equivalent if and only if 
Smith-McMillan invariants. 
The following result, due to Si [8] and Thompson 
proving our theorems: 
Thus, two rational 
they have the same 
[9], is important in 
LEMMA 1. Let B E (F[~](~+p)~(~~q) and A E IF[x]~~” by polynomial 
matrices with invariant factors p1 :> . . . :> & and a1 :> . . . :> as, respec- 
tiuely, where r = rank B and s = rank A. Then, there exists a polynomial 
matrix B equivalent to B and containing A as a submatrix if and only if the 
following relations hold: 
Pi:> “j:‘Pj+P+4’ j=l >..‘> s, 
wherepj=O fm j>r. 
3. POLYNOMIAL PATHS 
. . . . *n +,( lc,,, xl)) be two systems of nonzero homogeneous polynomials satis- 
fying: 
@jCxOy xl)'>'j+l(xCl~xl), j=l ,...,n--1, 
(1) 
*jkb rl>:> \kj+l(xO,xl)~ j=l ,***, n+q-1. 
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For i=O,l,... ,4, let *Y’=(Y;(x,,x,),..., Y,!,+~(x,,,x~)) be a system of 
nonzero homogeneous polynomials. We shall say that the sequence 
is a path j&m *@ to *\k if 
YjbOY %I:> Y;+l(xoP 4 j=l )..., n+i-l,i=O,l,..., 9, (2) 
and 
v;<xot x1>:> u;-yqp Xl)’ j=l ,..., n+i--l,i=l,..., 4, 
(3) 
u;-yxo, x,):> Y;+,<x,9 x1)9 j=l ,..., n+i-2,i=l,..., 9. 
We define the homogeneous polynomials: 
.q(z,,r,) = 1 lcm(\k,(r,,x,),~j_,i(x,,x,)) j=l,...,n+i, i=O,l >...,q> 0 j>n+i, i=O,l,..., q, 
where apj(xo, x,)=1 for j ~1. If we put *~i=(~i(ro,x,),...,~n+i(~o, XI)), 
i=O,l , . , . , q, then we can give: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let *a and *\k be two systems of nonzero hmnoge- 
neous polyrwmiak satisfying (1). Then: 
(i) A necessay and sufficient condition for the existence of a path j%m 
*@ to *\k is 
where qj(xo. xl) = 0 if j > n + 9. 
(ii) Zf (5) holds and (*y’) is a path from *@ to *?TI, then 
qx,, Xl) :> Y;(xo, XI>, j=l,..., n+i, i=O,l,..., 9. (6) 
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The proof of this proposition is very similar to that of [8, Chapter II, 
Section 11. 
If (5) is satisfied, (*zi) is a path from *Q, to *\Ir which is called the 
minimal path from *cP to *\k. 
Given a path (*y’) from *@ to *\k, we define the degreefunction of (*vi) 
as the following real-valued function whose domain is the interval [0,9]: 
A,(r)=dg(*y’)+[dg(*y’+‘)-dg(*y’)](x-i) 
for xE[i,i+l], O<i<q--1, 
where 
n+i 
dg(*yi) = c dg($), i=O,1,...,9. 
j-1 
LEMMA 2. Let 
be rwnmo homogeneous polynomials, and set 
4x1 =lcm(a(x),P(x)), 
X=m=(v,p), 
4x0, x1) = lcm[Q(x,, xl),Wxo, xl)]. 
Then 
c(xo, Xl) = x,“x~‘%(x,/x,). 
Proof. Set: 
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Since 
f(1, x) = a(x):> g(1, x), 
F(1, x) =P(x>:> g(l, x), 
we have 
Moreover 
F(x,, x1):> x~~%(x,/~,). 
Hence 
g(1, x):> u(x). 
Then g(1, x) = a(x), and since g is an homogeneous polynomial, g(x,, x1) = 
X0 d~~~~~d~cu~x~~~"~u(xl/To). But g(x,, xl) and x0 are relatively prime polyno- 
mials, so dg(g) = dg(u), and therefore 
g(x,, x1) = xp%(xJxo). l 
PROPOSITION 3. Let *@ and *\k be two systems of rumzero horrwge- 
n~ous polynomials satisfying (1) and (5). Let (*c’) be the minimal path from 
*@ to *\k. Then A, is a convex polygonal function in [0, q]. 
Proof. Set: 
aj(x> = @j(l, x>, j=l ,.a., n, 
Pj(x>=\ki(l> x), j=l ,***, n + q. 
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Then 
where 
@j("O* x,)=x$Jr ~g(aj)aj(xl/xo), j=l ,..., n, 
527 
and 
qj=dg(Qj)-dg(aj)>,O, ,...,n, j=l 
\E;.('Oy x1)= x~~r~@j$3j(r,/x,), j = l,...,n + 9, 
where 
pj=dg(\ki)-dg(Pj) 20, j=l ,..*, 12 + 9, 
and a,(x), . . . , a,(x), /h(x),... , &+&x) are nonzero polynomials satisfying: 
Oli(“)‘> "j+l(x) j=l ,...,n-1, 
Pj(x)'>Pj+l(x) j=l ,..., n+q-1, 
bi(r)'> "j(")'>Bj+2q(x) j=l >...> n. 
Set 
u;(r)= 
i 
lcm(flj(x),aj_zi(r)), j=l,..., n+i, i=O,l,..., 4, 
0, j>n+i, i=O,l,..., 9, 
where ai( 1 if j < 1. ZJ’I,..., ysn, y’l,..., IJP~+~ are nonzero polynomials 
satisfying 
y"i:> yqj+l, j=l ,...,n-1, 
y'i:> y*j+l > j=l ,...,n+q-1, 
y*i:> y"i:> yCf+%, j=l ,...,n. 
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xij( y) = ( Icm(yPJ,yVj-2~) j=l,..., n+i, i=O,l,..., 9, 0 j>n+i, i=O,l ,..., 9, 
where vi = 0 if j < 1. Then, by Lemma 2, 
Ej( x0, Xl) = xij( xJxp%J;( x,/q)), j=l,,.., n, i=O,l,..., 9. 
Hence 
dg(ei)=dg(Aij)+dg(o:), j=l,..., n+i, i=O,l,..., 9. 
Therefore 
where 
n+i 
i 
n+i+l n+i 
f,,(x) = C &( h;) + c dg(X’:‘)- c dg(Pj) (r-i) 
j=l j=l j=l I 
for XE [i,i+l], O,<i<9-1 
and 
n+i n+i+l n+i 
f,(x) = c &(o,!)+ 
j=l 
c dg(oj’+‘) - jgldg(oj) (x-i) 
j=l 1 
for xE[i,i+l], O<i<9-1. 
From Theorem 2.4 of [a], it follows that fh and f, are convex functions 
and therefore A, is a convex function in [0,9]. W 
4. INTERLACING THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let G ~IF(x)(~+p)~(“+q) and H E(F(x)~~” be mtion- 
al matrices with Smith-McMillan invariants p,/\k,, . . . , /3,/q? and 
@,/@,, . . ., a,/@,, respectively, where r = rank G and s = rank H. Then there 
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exists a rational matrix G equivalent to G and containing H a.s a submatrix if 
and only if the following relations hold: 
Pj:> aj:>Pj+p+g, j=l,...,s, (7) 
*j+P+4:> Qj:> ‘kj, j=l >*-*, s, (8) 
wherefij=O and qj=l for j>r. 
Proof. If G is equivalent to G, then \k, is the manic least common 
denominator of all element of G, and if this matrix contains H as a submatrix, 
then it is clear that ai:> \k,. Therefore, the matrices qI,G and \k,H are 
polynomial and their invariant factors are 
Pj’l/\ki j=l,...,r, 
and 
respectively. Since \k,H is a submatrix of \k,c, from Lemma 1 it follows that 
Pj'l/*j:' aj*l/@j:> Pj+p+q*l/S;.+p+q(, j = l,..., s. 
Hence 
pjQj:> ajqj, j=l ,..‘, s. 
and 
aj*j+p+q:>Pj+p+qaj, j=l ,...,$a 
Since pj and ‘kj are relatively polynomials and so are aj and Qi, from the 
above inequalities we shall immediately get (7) and (8). 
Conversely, suppose that (7) and (8) are satisfied. Then 
Pj*l aj*l Pj+p+q'l 
-- 
‘ki :’ Qj :’ \kj+p+q ’ j=l,...,s. (9) 
ItisclearthatP5\k,/\ki(j=1,...,7)anda.JI,/Qj(j=l,...,s)arethe 
invariant factors of the polynomial matrices 4 ,G and \k,H, respectively. 
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According to (9) by Lemma 1, there exists a matrix G, equivalent (in 
F[x](~+~)~(“+~)) to ‘P,G and containing \k,H as a submatrix. 
Thus, there exist unimodular matrices U E (F[x](~+~)~(~‘+~) and V E 
Uxl (n+‘J)x(n+q) such that 
G, = Q,VGV. 
Setting G = UGV, it follows that G and G are equivalent rational 
matrices and \k,?? contains qI,H as a submatrix. Thus G contains H as a 
submatrix, so that G is the required matrix. n 
We reproduce here Definition 3 of [lo], whose notation is going to be 
used in the following: 
DEFINITION 2. A matrix BE(F[x]~~” is said to have the infinite ele- 
mentary divisors z/‘rl +I,. . . , t/r if yB(y -‘) has Smith-McMillan form 
such that -6,~ +.a 6 -S,lgO<pr,+lf ... QP, and \ki(y)~s[yl, 
\ki(O) f 0, j = 1,. . . , r. 
THEOREM 2. Let B E IF[x](~+P)~(~+Q) and A E F[xlmxn be po2ynomiaZ 
matrices, and kt ~‘1,. .., ~‘7 and ~71,. . , y”s be their infinite elementary 
divisors, respectively, where r = rank B and s = rank A, agreeing that 
Pl= . . ’ =pL,,=oql,,+I< ... <p* 
and 
q1= . . f =qls,=o<q,,+l< ... <VS. 
lf A is a submatrix of B, then 
PjG<j' j=l,....s, 
77jGPjtp+9' j=l ,...,r-(p+9). 
(10) 
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Proof The rational matrix G(y) = yB(y-‘) •ff(y)(“‘~~)~(“~~) has as 
Smith-McMillan invariants 
where 
*j(y) E F[Y] and ‘j(O) + 0, j=l ,**.> r. 
WY)=YA(Y-‘)EVY)“~” has as Smith-McMiUan invariants 
where 
7)1= *- . =~s,=oqls,+~~ .*. =G11,, 
ai EF[Y] and ‘j(O) f0, j=l ,...> s. 
Then, by Theorem 1, 
aj+p+q < aj G sj, j=l,...,s, 
where aj = 0 if j > r, and 
ypi\kj( y):> yqjaj( y), j=l 1.**, S, 
yvjQpj(y):> y'j+p+s\k. ,+psq(Yh j=l ,...,+(p+9). 
so (10) follows. m 
THEOREM 3. Let B(x) = B, + xB, E IF[x](“+~)~(“+~) and A(x) = A, + 
XA, E 6[x]“x~ be two regular pencils with invariant homogeneous factors 
*Xx,, Xl):> . . . :> \kn+JxO, x1) and Qp,(x,, xl):> . . . :> @,(x0, x,), respec- 
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tiuely. Then there exists a pencil B(x) strictly equivalent to B(r) and 
containing A(x) as a subpencil if and only if 
where \kj(xo, xl) = 0 for j > n + 9. 
Proof. Let q(x):> . *. :> a,(r) be the invariant factors of A(x); x:1:> 
. . . :> xzn the infinite elementary divisors of A(x), including those that are 
equal to 1; pi(x):> . . . :>&+,(x) the invariant factors of B(x); and x&:> 
. . . :> x&+9 the infinite elementary divisors of B(x). The condition (11) is 
equivalent to the following conditions: 
Pj(')'> ajb)'> Bj+2q(') j=l ,*-., n (12) 
and 
i 
Pj Q 77j, j=l n, 
VjGPjt2qt j=l:::::n-9, 
03) 
where p,(x) = 0 if j > n + 9. 
Suppose that there exists a pencil B(x) strictly equivalent to B(x) and 
containing A(x) as a subpencil. Then, from Lemma 1, (12) foUows, and from 
Theorem 2, we conclude (13). 
Now, we shall prove that “if” part of the theorem by induction on 9. 
9 = 1: First, suppose that det(A,) # 0. In this case, ni = . . * = n,, = 0, 
and from (13) it follows that pi = . a. =p,, = 0 <-<c~,+i. From (12), by 
applying Lemma 1, there exists a polynomial matrix 
equivalent to B(x). By elementary operations on B’(x), we may eliminate 
powers of x in the last row and column, so B’(x) is equivalent to a matrix 
B(x)=( “F’ &), 
whereT=[t, ,..., t,]rEIFnXLand L=[Z, ,..., Zn]~Rixn. 
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Since dg(de&x))) = X7_‘: dg(Pj) = n + i- X7_‘& j = n + 1 - p,,+ 1 < 
n + 1, it follows that dg(w(r)) G 1. Therefore, B(x) is a regular pencil. 
Let x2:> . . . :> x$+1 be the infinite elementary divisors of the pencil 
B( x ). Since A( r ) is a subpencil of %(x ), we have 
Tj=pj=o, j=l ,...> 12. 
Moreover, 
n+l 
c dg(Pj)+7n+1=n+L 
j=l 
so that 
Therefore, for o = 1 and det(A,) # 0 the theorem is true. 
If det( A,) + 0, there exists a pencil y& +B, strictly equivalent to 
yB, + B, and containing yA, + A 1 as a subpencil. Then & + x@, is strictly 
equivalent to B, + xB,, and it contains A, + xA, as a subpencil. 
Suppose now that det( A,) = det(A,) = 0. Since lF is infinite, we can 
choose c E IF such that det( A, + CA,) # 0. 
Consider the regular pencils 
B’(z)=(B,,+cB,)+zB,=B(z+c). 
Since 
and 
zo( A, + CA,) + ziA, = z,A, + (zac + zr)A, 
zo( B0 + cB,) + ziB, = zOBO + (zac + q)B,, 
the invariant homogeneous factors of A’(z) and B’(z) are, respectively, 
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\k,c(Z,, 2,) = \ki(zo, zoc + q), j=l ,...,n+l, 
and they satisfy 
Therefore, there exists a regular pencil B(z) with invariant homogeneous 
factors \k[(x,, zr),..., Jr,‘, r( zo, zr) and containing A’(z) as a subpencil. The 
pencil FJ(x - c) E lF[r](n+l)x(“+l) is a regular pencil with homogeneous 
invariant factors qj(xo, x1) (j = 1,. . ., n + 1) and it contains A(r) as a 
subpencil. 
Assume now that the theorem holds for q - 1, and let us prove that it 
holds for q. 
Set *@ = (@r(r,, x,), . . . , @n(~o, ccl)) and ** = (\kr(r,, r,), 
. . ..~“+.(x,, x1)). *@ and *9 are two homogeneous polynomial systems 
satisfying 
@jtx09 xl>‘> 'j+l("OT ‘1) j=l ,...,n-1, 
\I;.CxOF x~)~~\ki+l(xO~xl) j=l ,.*.> n+q-1, 
Let (*e’) be the minimal path from *@ to *\II, and A, its degree function. 
From Proposition 3, it follows that A, is a convex function in [0, q]. Since 
A,(O) = n and A,(q) = n + q, we have AC(t) < n + t for t E [0, q]. 
Set 
qx,, Xl)=~r(%,,X,)=~j(rO,x,), j=l ,...,n, 
$qX”, %I) =q(XOJ,) =qxoJ,)3 j=l ,...I n + 4, 
s;(q), x1) =qX”, Xl) j=l,..., n+i-1, i=l,..., q-l, 
8~+i(%0,rl) =~~+i(XO~x~)sj(xO~nl) i=l ,...,q-1, 
where si(ro, xl) are nonzero homogeneous polynomials, i = 1,. . . , q - 1. 
Putting *CY = (S$ x0, x,), . . . , Si+i(xo, x,)), we have that (*Si) = (*So,. . ., *Sq) 
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is a path from *@ to *q. If we choose s&x0, xi) with degree n + i - A,(i), 
i=l ,..., q-1, we have A,(i)=n+i, i=O,l,..., q. Then, there exists a 
regular pencil A’(x) = A\ + xA’, E F[x]~“+~)~(“+~) with homogeneous fac- 
tors 6:(x,, xi),..., 6~+i(x,,r,) and containing A(r) as a subpencil. By the 
induction assumption, there exists a pencil with homogeneous invariant 
factors \ki(x,, x,),..., \kn+&re, x1) and containing A’(r) as a subpencil. n 
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